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FRANCISCA DIANA ALVES DE SOUSA 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, MONASH UNIVERSITY 

 

Diana received her double Bachelor degrees in Biomedical Engineering and Science and Technology at Federal 

University of ABC in Brazil. In 2014, Diana worked as Research Assistant in the Department of Tissue 

Engineering and Regenerative Cellular Medicine (Temple University, I-CTERM Lab, USA). In 2017, she 

completed her Master degree in Biotechnology at Federal University of ABC in Brazil. Currently, Diana carries 

her PhD under the supervision of Professor Gil Garnier and Dr. Rico Tabor. She is investigating new concepts of 

freeze-drying of red blood cells for multiple applications. 

 

FREEZE-DRYING OF HUMAN RED BLOOD CELLS FOR BIOMEDICAL APPLICATION 

 
Diana Alves1, Heather McLiesh1, Rico F. Tabor2 and Gil Garnier1 

1Bioresource Processing Research Institute of Australia (BioPRIA), Department of Chemical Engineering, 

Monash University, VIC 3800, Australia 
2School of Chemistry, Monash University, VIC 3800, Australia 

*E-mail: gil.garnier@monash.edu 

 
Red blood cells (RBCs) are the most common component in human blood. RBCs are responsible to deliver gases 

to the body tissues and for waste removal. Currently, the method to freeze RBCs includes refrigeration (2-8°C) or 

cryopreservation. RBCs stored at 4° C can be sustained for only up to 42 days. On the other hand, cryopreserved 

RBCs may be stored up to 10 years; however, long-term storage (10 years) is a time-consuming process, requires 

a higher cost of equipment and materials, and results in a higher cost of the product. Due to the high clinical 

demand for blood typing and diagnostic tests, there is a need to improve RBCs storage methods in order to avoid 

shortages. 

 Hypothesis: Freeze-drying (FD) is a well-established technique that has been widely used to preserve 

biomolecules and increase shelf life in a variety of industrial applications. However, the process is time-

consuming (over 24 hours per cycle) and must meet two crucial requirements: cell survival and functionality 

maintenance. We hypothesize that by the use of an optimal protocol we can decrease FD time by 89% assuring 

the maintenance of freeze-dried RBCs morphology and viability. 

 

Experiments: We investigate an optimized FD protocol to stabilize RBCs for commercialization as reagent. For 

the first time, studies of freeze-dried RBCs biological aspects were performed after incubation at room 

temperature (RT). Different cryoprotectant concentrations were therefore explored to increase cell density 

(cells/ml) after FD and prevent cellular damage over time. Cryopreservation was done at 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 1 M 
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trehalose. RBCs were freeze-dried for only 2.5 hours and at low initial cell concentration (1% v/v) and volume 

(30 µL). 

 

 Findings: Freeze-dried RBCs could be maintained at RT for 15 days. RT incubation did not compromise cell 

morphology according to extensive imaging analysis.  We report the cell density-dependent alteration in RBCs 

malondialdehyde (MDA). The decrease in cellular density is correlated significantly with the alteration in the lipid 

peroxidation. Generally, an increase in MDA (µM) by 13% affects the decrease of cell density by 20% at DAY5. 

Trehalose was able to not only to act as a cryoprotectant but also balances the osmotic pressure for agglutination 

test in gel column cards. However, the complete preservation of the cell density remains challenging since the 

total rate of cellular density after FD, so far, is maximally 70% of the initial concentration. The FD was showed 

to slightly change the RBC’s morphology, decrease the cell size range from 5-7.5 to 2-3.5 µm. Despite the lower 

cell size, the agglutination reaction strength was maintained for pre-transfusion testing. The use of trehalose as 

cryoprotectant and 2.5 hours of FD provided cell survival and positive results performed on forward blood typing 

test. This study on FD RBCs would be useful for future pre-transfusion testing and reduction of blood products 

wastage.  
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DARIUSH ASHTIANI 
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING, MONASH UNIVERSITY 

 
Dariush has always had a passion for experimental work on fluid mechanics projects and thanks to Professor 

Adrian Neild as his supervisor and Laboratory for microsystems, he has been involed in an exciting microfluidic 

project with potential to revolutionise the pace of drug discovery. Dariush Ashtiani is a PhD candidate in 

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at Monash university working on SAW atomisation application for the 

purpose of TEM grid preparation. He has a Masters Degree from University of Tehran with experimental heat 

transfer approach finishing with a dissertation on heat transfer enhancement of nanofluid flow inside flattened 

tubes. He has had a successful track record of publication in both heat transfer and microfluidics fields with 6 

journal papers in total. 

 

CRYO-EM GRID PREPARATION VIA SAW ATOMISATION  

Dariush Ashtiani1*, Alex de Marco2, Adrian Neild1* 
1 Monash University, Mechanical and Aerospace Department, Australia 

2 Monash University, Biochemistry Department, Australia 

 

E-mail: dariush.ashtiani@monash.edu 

E-mail: adrian.neild@monash.edu 

 

Cryogenic Transmission Electron Microscopes (cryo-TEMs) are powerful tools that have made possible to acquire 

images of bioassays in vitreous ice at sub-molecular level. However, for the electrons to pass through the ice layer 

and result in high resolution images, it needs to have a thickness of around 100 nm. To obtain this critically thin 

film of fluid on the TEM grids (the sample holder), normally, the blotting method and its mechanised versions 

such as Vitrobot® are used. However, recently the method of spray and plunge is becoming more popular due to 

its capability to execute the process in a time resolved manner. This theme can eliminate the hassles associated 

with the traditional methods and provide for time resolved studies of biochemical assays reactions which is 

believed to revolutionise drug design and discovery throughout the world. We have come up with the idea of using 

a Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) atomiser and characterised it as per our application1. These ultrasonic atomisers 

are easily miniaturisable and can work stand-alone on RF signal without the need for bulky equipment. The sample 

consumption can be as little as 50 nanolitre and the dead volume is significantly low thanks to our capillary-fed 

micro-channel bonded on its substrate which can nicely provide steady flow and hence steady aerosol jet even 

mailto:dariush.ashtiani@monash.edu
mailto:adrian.neild@monash.edu
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through bursts as short as 50 ms. Our results show that the SAW atomiser can be used to prepare samples for TEM 

and derive a 3D model of 70S bacterial Ribosome without any major impact on this protein structure2. This system 

is expected to be retrofitted into the existing Vitrobot machines for the ease of deposition and application. 

References 

1. Ashtiani, D.; de Marco, A.; Neild, A., Tailoring surface acoustic wave atomisation for cryo-electron microscopy sample 

preparation. Lab on a Chip 2019, 19 (8), 1378-1385. 

2. Ashtiani, D.; Venugopal, H.; Belousoff, M.; Spicer, B.; Mak, J.; Neild, A.; de Marco, A., Delivery of femtolitre droplets using 

surface acoustic wave based atomisation for cryo-EM grid preparation. Journal of structural biology 2018, 203 (2), 94-101. 
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RADIAL WICKING IN PAPER FOR BIO-DIAGNOSTICS 

Michael Hertaeg1, Rico Tabor2, Joseph Berry3, Gil Garnier1* 
1 BioPRIA and Department of Chemical Engineering, Monash University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia 

2 School of Chemistry, Monash University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia 
2 Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering and the Particulate Fluids Processing Centre, 

University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria 3010, Australia 

 

E-mail: michael.hertaeg@monash.edu 

 

Recent advances have shown that paper can be the basis of a new generation of low cost, rapid, point of care 

diagnostic devices. Although several products are currently in production, much of their design has been optimised 

by trial and error. This is because of a lack of understanding about the mechanisms of wicking in paper and how 

biological factors such as protein/cell content effect the process. Stain analysis, where the size and shape of a stain 

left after the deposition of a droplet of sample onto paper has been shown to be a sensitive and reproducible 

technique with a variety of applications. This research combines experiments and simulations to investigate and 

model the capillary driven, radial flow responsible for stain growth in paper by simple and complex fluids. 

Emphasis is placed on the transitions in growth rate as the dominant mechanism changes through the process and 

how these are related to changes in interfacial energies due to the surface-active properties of blood components.  
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KEVIN HU 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, MONASH UNIVERSITY 

 

Kevin completed his BBiomedSc and BEng in Chem (Hons) degrees at Monash University, Australia in 2017. 

Through his undergraduate study, Kevin developed a strong interest in biotechnological R&D as well as a passion 

of integrating the knowledge he learnt from both the fields of engineering and biomedical science to improve the 

performance and sustainability of industrial bioproduction systems. nIn his PhD project, Kevin studies microbial 

cell culture phenotypic heterogeneity amongst isogenic populations through the lens of recombinant protein 

production, metabolic burden, cellular stress responses and cell-to-cell communication at both single-cell and 

population levels. Kevin hopes that the knowledge obtained from this project would translate into a microbial 

bioprocess optimisation strategy to make bioprocess performance more predictable, controllable and consistent. 

 

“LAZY” YEAST AND CELL-TO-CELL VARIATION IN MICROBIAL RECOMBINANT PROTEIN 

PRODUCTION 

Kevin K.-Y. Hu1†, Geoff J. Dumsday2, Victoria S. Haritos1* 
1 Department of Chemical Engineering, Monash University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia 

2 CSIRO Manufacturing, Clayton VIC 3800, Australia 

 
†E-mail: victoria.haritos@monash.edu 

 

In their natural environment, cell-to-cell variation in microbial communities arises as a counter-measure against 

natural selection, wherein metabolic diversity among individuals increases population robustness and survival rate 

against adverse conditions. In a bioprocess, however, phenotypic variations among cultured microbial cells are 

unfavourable, as they increase the fluctuation in process performance and productivity, making it less predictable 

and controllable. The ability to control and minimise performance variations between individual cells thus 

represents an opportunity for the improvement in productivity and yield in biotechnology. Here we investigated 

the well-studied biotechnology yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae under recombinant expression of fluorescent 

proteins as productivity measures, to examine mechanisms and external factors causing cell-to-cell variation. 

Fluorescence microscope imaging and flow cytometry were used for single cell analysis and product 
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quantification. Our investigation has demonstrated that recombinant fluorescent protein expression varies greatly 

between yeast cells, especially where protein expression is plasmid-based. In this situation, variation in expression 

is elevated to where it becomes bimodal and ≥30% of the cells have no detectable fluorescent protein during the 

culture period – the so called “lazy” yeast. Furthermore, the cells that do express fluorescent proteins, the variance 

(%rCV) of the measured single-cell fluorescent intensity is consistently above 50% for all tested systems. Causes 

of cell-to-cell variation in recombinant protein expression include: inherent “noise” in promoter regulation, 

insufficient uptake of promoter inducing agents, plasmid loss and asymmetrical plasmid inheritance during cell 

duplication. Each of these was addressed in our study and eliminated as the root cause. Recent results point to 

inherent physiological differences between the fluorescent protein-expressing and the non-expressing cohorts 

where these cells may bear differing loads of metabolic burden. Further investigation of this hypothesis is 

underway. Knowledge of the mechanisms underlying bimodal recombinant protein expression will provide insight 

into strategies to improve the overall performance and productivity of microbial cultures. 
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JIA MIN LEE 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, MONASH UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA 

 

I graduated with Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) in Chemical Engineering from Curtin University Malaysia in 

2016 and continued my studies as a MEngSc student student in Monash University Malaysia in 2017 under the 

supervision of A/P Edward Ooi Chien Wei and co-supervision by Professor Chan Eng Seng. My research focus 

mainly on the formation of food-based microparticles using water-in-water emulsion. 

 

APPLICATION OF POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL + GELATIN + WATER AQUEOUS BIPHASIC SYSTEM 

IN ENCAPSULATION OF HYDROPHILIC COMPOUNDS 

Jia Min Lee1, Eng-Seng Chan1,2, *Chien Wei Ooi1,2,3 
1 Chemical Engineering Discipline, School of Engineering, Monash University Malaysia, Jalan Lagoon Selatan, 

47500 Bandar Sunway, Selangor, Malaysia. 
2 Monash-Industry Palm Oil Education and Research Platform (MIPO), Monash University Malaysia, Jalan 

Lagoon Selatan, 47500 Bandar Sunway, Selangor, Malaysia. 
3 Advanced Engineering Platform, Monash University Malaysia, Jalan Lagoon Selatan, 47500 Bandar Sunway, 

Selangor, Malaysia. 

 

E-mail: ooi.chien.wei@monash.edu 

 

Encapsulation of hydrophilic compounds using water-in-water (W/W) emulsion template is deemed more 

attractive and attainable than the oil-in-water emulsion system. W/W emulsion used in food formulation can be 

formed via the destabilization of aqueous biphasic systems (ABSs) made of biocompatible and food-grade phase-

forming components. Gelatin, a type of biopolymer with thermal gelation property, has a great potential as the 

wall material for encapsulation. In this study, polyethylene glycol (PEG) + gelatin + water ABSs were studied in 

terms of liquid-liquid equilibria and the formation of gelatin microgels. The experimental binodal data were 

generated and successfully correlated using non-linear Merchuk equation, while the tie lines were constructed 

using lever-arm rule. Effects of molecular weight of PEG, temperature, and type of gelatin on binodal curves were 

evaluated systematically. ABS made of higher-molecular-weight of PEG and gelatin bovine had a larger biphasic 

region in phase diagram. For the formation of gelatin microgel, the destabilized PEG + gelatin system was rapidly 

cooled under stirring condition. At a higher stirring speed and a lower temperature, the size and size distribution 
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of the gelatin microgel were smaller. Lastly, green fluorescent protein was successfully used as a model protein 

to show the applicability of the system in protein encapsulation.  
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KULANDAI AROCKIA RAJESH PACKIAM  
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, MONASH UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA 

 

I am pursuing my PhD at Monash University Malaysia under the supervision of Dr. Ooi Chien Wei and Dr. 

Nagasundara Ramanan Ramakrishnan. Broadly, I am interested in Bioprocess Engineering, Bioinformatics and 

Systems Biology. My PhD project aims to apply a combined experimental and machine learning approaches to 

develop a model which can predict the optimal signal peptide, fermentation conditions and recombinant protein 

yield in the periplasm of E. coli. I have received my B.Tech. in Industrial Biotechnology from Anna University, 

India in 2006 and M.Sc.Chem.Eng. from TU Dortmund, Germany in 2009. 

 

SVM-BASED MODEL FOR THE PREDICTION OF RECOMBINANT PROTEIN YIELD IN THE 

PERIPLASM OF ESCHERICHIA COLI 

Kulandai Arockia Rajesh Packiam1, Ramakrishnan Nagasundara Ramanan1, Chien Wei Ooi1* 
1 Chemical Engineering Discipline, School of Engineering, Monash University Malaysia, Jalan Lagoon Selatan, 

47500 Bandar Sunway, Malaysia. 

 

E-mail: Ooi.Chien.Wei@monash.edu 

 

The demand for recombinant proteins has been significantly augmented by the biotechnological advances. Over 

the last three decades, Escherichia coli (E. coli) remains the most favourable host of all the microbial cell factories 

for the production of soluble recombinant proteins. Production of recombinant proteins via E. coli can be 

optimized at either the level of gene expression (expression level) or fermentation process condition (process 

level). However, most of the reported studies emphasized the optimization of either one of the above-mentioned 

levels or a combination of factors from both levels. Thus, these approaches generally lack a thorough consideration 

of all the possible factors influencing the expression of target proteins. In this study, a prediction model was 

developed using bioinformatics strategy to correlate the influential factors at both expression and process levels 

for the protein expression in the periplasm of E. coli. The factors influencing the periplasmic expression of two 

model proteins were identified at process level and the protein expression was then optimized using response 

surface methodology. These process-based data were integrated with protein sequence features describing the 

relationship between expression-level factors and recombinant protein yield. Support vector machines (SVM) was 

subsequently used to generate a prediction model based on the combined process- and sequence-features 

comprising datasets. The developed SVM model was evaluated using a ten-fold cross validation resulting in a 

prediction accuracy of 75% and was further tested with independent test datasets from the literature. Such a 

prediction tool will reduce the number of trial-and-error experimental runs and suggest theoretically the optimal 

signal peptide and process conditions for recombinant protein expression in the periplasm of E. coli. 
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SHAMITRAA RAMANAN  
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, MONASH UNIVERSITY 

 

After having finished an undergraduate degree in genetics at the University of Melbourne, I found an opportunity 

to work in Department of Chemical Engineering at Monash University. Currently, I am working on a 

bioinformatical and phylogenetic-based research project, for a fatty-acid modifying enzyme (cyclopropane fatty 

acid synthase), said to be found in various organisms. My work involves dealing with high volumes of biological 

data from various organisms, which I intend to use and apply into various bioinformatical programs performing 

phylogenetic analyses. Various programs include BEAST, RAxML, MEGA, MAFFT and PyMOL, R and Python 

to assist my work. Phylogenetic data can be helpful for researchers, in medicine, agriculture and pharmaceutical 

fields, to help understand biodiversity and the underlying relationships that are a part of biology. The aim for my 

work is to understand the prevalence of this enzyme of interest, looking at biodiversity and key relationships that 

define its evolution. 

 

USING PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSES TO UNCOVER HIDDEN ENZYMES FOR USE IN 

BIOPROCESSES 

Shamitraa Ramanan, Craig D. Osborne, Victoria S. Haritos 
Department of Chemical Engineering, 

Monash University, Clayton, Victoria 3800 Australia 

 

Correspondence: shami.ramanan@monash.edu 
 

Enzymes are increasingly favoured as catalysts for processing due to fast and specific activities, operation in 

aqueous conditions at mild temperatures, diversity of catalytic chemistries and compatibility with renewable 

feedstocks. Cyclopropane fatty synthases (CFAS) are fatty acid modifying biocatalysts that have great industrial 

potential and uses in producing valuable lipids: cyclopropyl-fatty acids (CPA-FAs/CPE-FAs). Prior research has 

mostly employed heterologous expression of Escherichia coli CFAS, however, it has serious limitations in 

bioprocessing and the discovery of alternative enzymes could open up research and industry to more effective 

outcomes. We hypothesise that the distribution of the enzyme is wider in nature and these alternatives may yield 

new improved biocatalysts. To date we have found CFAS is widely dispersed in plants and algae, bacteria, fungi 

and some lower animals but is mostly lacking in Archaea and higher animals. We have formed diverse and stable 

phylogenetic trees amongst the eukaryotes and prokaryotes possessing the enzymes, traced their evolution, and 

confirmed that the genes are transcribed in the organisms. Additionally, we identified the key site of conservation 

for catalytic activity and significant sites of amino acid change amongst the organisms. These features allowed us 

to define evolutionary branches in trees and catalytic binding sites for enzyme function. Furthermore, a recent 

large divergence event of this enzyme, entirely against evolutionary decent, was discovered and we hypothesise 
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that the gene was acquired through horizontal gene transfer events (HGT). These may have occurred through host-

pathogen and endosymbiotic relationships where exchange of genetic materials becomes more favourable. 

Moreover, from these relationship findings we suggest a role for CFA in protection or pathogenicity of organisms 

and this supports previous research. Here we demonstrate the power of phylogenetic and sequence analyses in 

discovering new evolutionary pathways for important and widely distributed enzymes but also the potential to 

uncover new biocatalysts. 
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HAJAR SAMADIAN 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, MONASH UNIVERSITY 

 

Hajar started her PhD at Monash University in 2019 under the supervision of Professor Mark Banaszak Holl. She 

is currently working on utilizing folate binding protein for cancer treatment. She received her Master of Science 

in Chemical Engineering in the field of biotechnology from Amirkabir University of Technology (Iran) in 2015. 

From then, she was working in two pharmaceutical research laboratories before joining the Banaszak Holl group. 

 

CAN FOLATE BINDING PROTEIN KILL CANCER CELLS? 

Hajar Samadian Moghaddam1, Jennifer Dyson2,3, Mark M. Banaszak Holl1* 
1 Chemical Engineering Department, Monash University, Wellington Rd, Clayton VIC 3800, Australia 
2 Monash Institute of Medical Engineering (MIME), Monash University, Clayton VIC 3800, Australia 

3 Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Biomedicine Discovery Institute, Monash University, 

Clayton VIC 3800, Australia 

 

E-mail: hajar.samadian@monash.edu 

 

Chemotherapeutic agents for cancer treatment often cause undesirable toxicity for healthy cells, including 

gastrointestinal and haematological effects. Although efforts have been made to develop targeted cancer therapy 

agents, many challenges remain to improve the therapeutic index and reduce adverse effects. Inspired by the use 

of the serum protein Albumin with Taxol to successfully treat breast cancer in clinic1, we explored the use of the 

more specifically targeted serum protein, folate binding protein (FBP)2, to deliver the antifolate Methotrexate. 

Surprisingly, we discovered that millimolar concentrations of FBP alone was capable of shrinking tumours in the 

mouse xenograft model3. 
 

In this research, we are exploring the molecular mechanism(s) underpinning the FBP anti-tumour activity using 

cell culture models. The viability of FBP treated HeLa cancer cells was measured by MTS assay and the cell 

morphology was characterized using confocal fluorescence microscope (CFM). Consistent with the mouse 

xenograft study3, treatment of the HeLa cells with 1000 nM FBP for 48 hours decreased the percentage of 

metabolically-active cells by 73%, as compared to the untreated cells, suggesting FBP reduces cell viability. 

Similarly, CFM images indicated a toxic effect of FBP on the cancer cells and suggest the induction of apoptosis. 
 

References 

1. Hawkins, M. J.; Soon-Shiong, P.; Desai, N., Protein nanoparticles as drug carriers in clinical medicine. Advanced Drug Delivery 

Reviews 2008, 60 (8), 876-885. 
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ANKITA SURI 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, MONASH UNIVERSITY 

 
Ankita is a microbiologist from India. She completed her Bachelors of Science (Hons.) Microbiology and Masters 

of Science (Microbiology) from University of Delhi, India. During her Bachelor’s she gained an interest in 

recombinant protein production in microorganisms and her Master’s degree further piqued her curiosity in 

understanding and improving protein production. Ankita moved to Australia to pursue her passion for research 

through a PhD at Monash University. Ankita’s PhD project is focussed on developing a novel lipid body-based 

protein secretory pathway in yeast for improving therapeutic protein production. Her research project will aid in 

producing therapeutic proteins in a cost-efficient manner, making them more accessible to the world’s population. 

 
YEAST LIPID DROPLETS AS A NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR THERAPEUTIC PROTEIN PRODUCTION 

Ankita Suri1, Geoff J. Dumsday2, Victoria S. Haritos1* 

1Department of Chemical Engineering, Monash University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia 
2CSIRO Manufacturing, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia 

 

E-mail: ankita.suri@monash.edu 

 

Therapeutic proteins are an essential component of medicine for treating disease and the basis of many new drugs 

in the market. Currently, the bulk of therapeutic proteins are expressed in mammalian cells although yeast are also 

important for products such as vaccines. While the production of therapeutic proteins is of utmost importance, 

costs are relatively high due to expensive production methods and low yields. Hence, alternative approaches to 

cost-effective protein production are needed. A novel lipid droplet-based protein secretory pathway in yeast is a 

promising alternative to improve recombinant therapeutic production. Lipid droplets of yeast are well 

characterized, being composed of neutral lipids with no identified proteins in the core of the lipid droplet, 

potentially allowing them to behave as storage organelles for proteins. This can protect the protein from 

degradation by the cell or vice versa, in the case of ‘toxic’ proteins. In addition, as lipid droplets expand and 

increase in number with increasing lipid synthesis, capacity for protein storage can extend. Research conducted 

to date has focussed on lipid droplet optimisation in yeast by manipulating C:N ratio of media, and targeting 

proteins to the surface of the lipid droplets. The latter was achieved by recombinant expression of a fusion protein 

consisting of the plant lipid droplet- associated protein, oleosin, and fluorescent protein mCherry in the yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae engineered for high lipid production. Using fluorescence microscopy, the fusion 

construct mCherry-oleosin was observed to be anchored to the surface of the lipid droplet demonstrating proof of 

concept that lipid droplets can be employed as a reservoir for protein storage. The next stage will test the 

effectiveness of a range of construct designs containing oleosin to target proteins to lipid droplets in different 

orientations.  

mailto:ankita.suri@monash.edu

